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1. Matters before Using

1-1 Product overview

Thanks for purchasing the FWI-SSN3 series online micro-power consumption
motor soft starter of VTDRIVE TECHNOLOGY LIMITED. The company has made
further technical improvement in both the software and the structure of the soft
starter according to the market demand. With inbuilt bypass contactor the soft
starter provides complete motor protection functions including start control, running
and overloading, phase failure, three-phase unbalance, over-voltage, under-voltage
protection and so on with no need to further install bypass contactor and thermal
relay, therefore, as another great achievement in the intelligentization of motor
protection and networked technology application, it simplifies the circuit, reduces the
volume, cuts the cost, makes installation and using more convenient.

1-2 Operation instructions

Please read the operation instructions carefully before installation. The soft starter must be
installed by professionals.
The specifications of motor must match with the soft starter.
Do not connect capacitor to the output terminals (U V W) of the soft starter.
The exposed connection terminals must be wrapped with insulating tape.
The soft starter and other relevant equipments should be reliably grounded.
The input power must be cut off during equipment maintenance.
Do not disassemble, modify or repair the product privately.
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1-3 Receiving inspection

Upon receiving the equipment you purchased, please unpack to inspect the
following items, in the event that there's any problem with the product or the product
is not in consistent with the specifications you purchased, please contact with the
agent from whom you purchased the equipment or the nearest office of our
company.

1) Check the name plate in the soft starter and confirm the specifications you purchased.
2) Check for damages during transportation, such as bending of the cover
and the enclosure, damage or missing of parts and components and so on;
3) An operation instruction and a compliance certificate shall be attached with the soft
starter.
4) When moving the soft starter, lift its frame instead of the circuit board control
box otherwise falling damage or personal injury may be caused.

1- 4 Product appearance
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2. Service conditions and installation requirements

For FWI-SSN3 series soft starter, the following service conditions and installation
requirements should be followed, otherwise, the performance shall not be ensured,
and in severe cases, the life-loss or even damage of the soft starter will be caused.

2.1 Service conditions of the soft starter:

Power supply: three-phase AC 380V or 660V±15%, 50 Hz or 60 Hz commercial
power, private power station or diesel generator set, the power capacity must meet
the soft starter's starting requirements on motor.
Applicable motor: three phase squirrel-cage asynchronous motor, the rated power
of the motor should match that of the soft starter. Start frequency: no requirements,
the specific frequency shall be depended on the loading.
Cooling method: natural air cooling. Protection class: IP20
Environmental conditions: the place with elevation below 3000m, ambient temperature
between-25〇C-—(-40°C, relative humidity under
90%, no condensation, no flammable, explosive, corrosive gas, no conductive dirt, good
ventilation and vibration less than 0.5G.
The company can provide customers with products to be used under special
conditions, such as explosion proof type, low temperature type and high pressure
type soft starters, service conditions of such starters shall be otherwise indicated.

2.2 Installation requirements of the soft starter:

Installation direction and space: to enable good ventilation and heat dissipating
conditions during using of the soft starter, the soft starter should be installed
vertically with enough space for heat dissipating left around the equipment. The
allowable minimum spaces are shown in figure 2.1 and figure2.2.
In the event that the soft starter is installed inside the cabinet, besides the above requirements,
the cabinet selected should be with good
ventilation at the top and bottom, as shown in figure 2.3.
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2-3 Connection

Be sure to note all the following instructions during connection. Figure 2-3-1 shows the basic
connection.

a) The power must be connected to the R, S, T power terminals of the main
circuit with no requirements in phase sequence. The soft starter will be damaged
if the power is mis-connected.
b) The grounding terminal must be reliably grounded, as it will prevent electric shock or fire
alarm accidents as well as reduce noise.
Crimping should be conducted at both ends of the wire to
ensure high reliability of connection.
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2-4 Connection of the main circuit and the grounding terminal

Table 2-4-1 Functions of the main circuit and the grounding terminal

rerminal
markings

Terminal description Remarks

R,S,T Input of the main circuit
power

Connecting three-phase power

u,v,w Output connection of
the soft starter

Connecting three-phase motor

© G Grounding of the soft
starter

Grounding terminal of the soft
starter cabinet should be reliably
grounded.

Main circuit power input terminal (R,S,T)
a. Connect the main circuit input terminals R, S, T to the three-phase AC power
through the circuit breaker for circuit protection or circuit breaker with leakage
protection without considering the connection sequence.
b. Do not use ON/OFF of the main circuit power to control running and stop of the
soft starter, instead, such should be controlled by means of the control terminal or
RUN and STOP buttons in the keyboard panel of the soft starter upon power on.
c. Don’t connect the soft starter to the single-phase power.

Output terminals of the soft starter (U,V,W)
a. Output terminals of the soft starter should be connected to the three-phase
motor in correct phase sequence. If the rotation direction of the motor is incorrect,
switch connection of any two phases among U, V and W.
b. The output end of the soft starter shall not be connected to capacitor or surge absorber.
c. If the wire between the soft starter and the motor is very long, the distributed
capacitance between the wires will generate high- frequency current which may
cause over-current tripping, leakage current increasing and poor current display
precision of the soft starter. Therefore, it is suggested that the motor connection
wire should be no more than 50m.

Grounding terminal of the soft starter (〇G)
a. For safety and noise reducing, the grounding terminal G of the soft starter must
be well-grounded. To prevent electric shock and fire accidents, the metal enclosure
and frame of the electric equipment should comply with the requirements of the
national electronic procedures.

Danger! Confirm the input number of phases of the soft starter. The rated input voltage
value should match the number of phases and voltage value of the AC power.
The AC power shall not be connected to the output terminals (U, V, W),
otherwise damages may be caused.
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2-5 Connection diagram for main circuit of FWI-SSN3 soft starter

QF circuit breaker

NRQ soft starter with inbuilt bypass

M motor

KM contactor installed inside the soft starter with inbuilt bypass
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2-6 Connection of control terminals

Functions of the control circuit terminals are shown in table 2-6-1. Functions and
connection of different control terminals vary with different fimction settings. 1 *

Table2-6-l

Classification

Connection point
output

Terminal
marking

01,02

Terminal
description

Power input

Function description

01, 02 are AC220V power input to the control panel

03,04

05,06

Running output
(delay)

Fault output

03, 04 are programmable relay output, the delay
time is set by the code F4 while the output function

time is set by code FE.

005, 06 are fault relay output, they will be on
when there's fault with the soft starter or the power

is cut off and be of! when the power is on.
(capacity of the connection point AC250V/3A)

Connection point
input

07 Instantaneous stop
input

rhe motor will stop immediately when 07 and 10
are disconnected (or be tandemly connected to the

normally closed point of the thermal relay)

08 Soft stop input The motor will slow down for soft stop when 08
and 10 are disconnected (or automatically stop).

09 Start input the motor will start for running when 09 and 10 are
connected.

10 Common terminal Common terminal for signal input of the connectionpoints

Analog output 11,12 Analog output

11 and 12 are 4~20Ma DC analog output which are
used to monitor the current of the motor in real
time. The maximum value 20mA indicates the
current of the motor is four times oi the nominal

current of the soft starter.4~20Ma DC meter can be
connected for observation. Maximum load

resistance this output is 300Q.

Communication DB
RS485commu

nication
input/output

Input and output signal terminal of RS485
communication, can be used to connect several

soft starters.
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(1) Input terminals of the connection point

a) Please set code FB to be external-control valid when the external terminals are
used to control the start and stop functions of the soft starter.
b) Please use (two-wire) control mode when remote control is required, see P9: figure 2-9.
c) The signal input terminals and common terminal of the connection points are
generally operated for ON/OFF, since the soft starter, the motor and wiring will
cause interference, therefore, it is suggested to arrange shorter wire (no more than
20m) and use shielded wire as the cable.
Wiring of the control terminals should be kept away from that of the main circuit to the
extent possible;otherwise, malfunction may be caused by the interference.
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2-7 Terminal diagram of the main circuit

(2) Terminal diagram of the control circuit

(3) Terminal connection of the control circuit
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2-8 Terminal configuration diagrams

2-9 Terminal configuration diagrams
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3. Running

3-1 Inspection and preparation before running

The following should be inspected and prepared before starting running:
Check if the connections are correct or not, particularly, the output terminals
should not be connected to the power, and confirm if the grounding terminal is
well grounded or not.
Confirm there’s no short circuit or short circuit to earth between the terminals or the exposed
live parts.
Upon the power is connected, the keyboard panel shall display ready status.

3-2 Running method

Select appropriate operation method as required, the soft starter is set to be panel controlled
when delivery

■ Upon the power is connected, the keyboard panel shall display ready status,
press the start button, the motor will be started.
Input setting entry FP according to the rated current value on the name plate of the motor.

■ Upon start, check if the rotation direction of the motor is correct or not, if no,
press the stop button to stop the motor or cut off the power if necessary, then
switch any two wires of the motor (U,V,W).
■ If the motor fails to reach good start status, refer to the section of starting mode
and application of the soft starter in page 12 to select proper settings.
■ If the torque fails to reach good effect, change the starting voltage code
F0(under voltage mode) or current limiting code F5 (under current mode) to
increase the start torque of the motor.
■ Once power of the soft starter is on, please do not open the cover, otherwise there maybe
risks of electric shock.

■ In the process of trial running after power on, if there’s any abnormal
phenomenon, such as abnormal sound, smoke or odor, please cut off the power
immediately and find out the causes.
Press the stop button or external control stop button to reset the fault status.

Note: when the ambient temperature is below -10°C, please get the power on
and start the soft starter after preheating for 30mins.
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Keyboard Panel

1- 1 External of the keyboard panel

The keyboard panel contains abundant operation functions, such as running and
stop functional data confirmation and change of the keyboard panel and functions
of various status confirmation.

Table 4-1-1 functions of the operational buttons

Button description Major functions

RUN
Press this button to start the soft starter when [ready] status is displayed,
meanwhile nin statu-0000 will be displayed.

STOP
When A000 (current value) is displayed in normal running, press this button

to stop the motor, -000 will be displayed in soft stop.
The button has the function of resetting the fault status.

SET
When [ready] status is displayed, press this button to enter menu setting,
press this button again when F0: 40 is displayed, the colon will be flashing,
then the parameters can be modified through pressing the up or down button.

YES

1 • Press this button to save the modified parameter, displaying of “good” with
two sounds given out indicate that the data has been saved, then press this
button again or the stop button to exit.
Press this button to display input power voltage, AC380V
Press yes to get the power on, the set parameters will reset to factory
defaults5

AV

Enter the menu setting to modify parameters(this button will be used to
modify the function code when the colon is not flashing and be used to modify
the data code when the colon is flashing)
During running, this button can be used for observing the display of the
ranning A current P power and H overloading heat balance.

The keyboard panel can be disassembled, (placed outside the cabinet for operation), the lead
distance should be <3m.
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Basic Functions

5-1 Code setting function

Parameter setting code are shown in the below table

Code settin g description

Code Description Setting range Factory
default Remarks

FO Starting voltage 30-80% 40% Voltage ramp mode works; initial
voltage of the current mode is 40%

FI Soft start time 2-60s 16s Current-limiting mode is invalid.

F2

F3

Soft stop time

Starting interval delay

0-60s

0-999S

0s

0s

For the model with inbuilt bypass, the
soft stop time must be set to 2s.

Use the countdown method for delay,
when it

is set to 0, there will be no delay
and the motor will start immediately

F4 Time delay Programming 0-999S 0s Used in programmable relay output

F5 Starting limiting current 50-500% 330%
Current-limiting mode works, maximum
current-limiting value of random ramp

mode of voltage is 400%

F6 Maximum working current 50-200% 100% Percentage of the rated current of the
motor.

F7 Under-voltage protection 40-90% 70% Protection will be provided when the
value is )elow the set value

F8 Overvoltage protection 100-140% 120% Protection will be provided when the
value is over the set value

F9 Starting mode 0-5 1

0 current limiting 1 voltage, 2 kick
current

3.kick+ voltage, 4 current ramp 5
double closed-loop

FA Protection level 0-4 2
0 primary 1 light load 2. standard

3.heavy oad
4. advanced

FB Control mode 0-6 4

0 keyboard, 1 keyboard, external
control 2 external control, 3 external
controH communication 4. keyboard,
external control+ communication, 5

keyboard^ communication^
communication
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FC Allowed parameter modify 0-2 1 refer to notes P13: 6-2 for details

FD Communication address 0-63 0
Used in multi-machine communication
jetween several soft starters and the

host computer

FE Programming output 0-19 7 ^un the output (03,04 terminal) setting
of the relay

FF Soft stop current-limiting 20-100% 80% Refer to notes PI2:12-6 for details

FP Rated current of the motor Rated value Jsed to input the nominal rated value
of the motor

FU Bypass time delay 0 —'40S

FL Unbalance permit
phase loss permit 0—3

0 unbalance close+ loss-phase close 1
unbalance close+ loss-phase permit 2
unbalance permit+ loss-phase close; 3
unbalance permit+ loss-phase permit

Note: 1. Maximum operation current of setting entry F6 means the maximum current calculated based on
the FP setting ,it allows the motor to run continuously, inverse time limit thermal protection will be provided
when this value is being exceeded.
In the setting status, if no button operation is conducted within 2 min, the setting status will be
automatically exited. Parameters can be set in all states except for soft start and soft stop
process.
Press YES to get the power on and start the motor will reset the parameters (other than FE) to factory
defaults.
Setting entry FL is used in the situation where the soft starter is unable to operate normally due to external
interference or damage o mutual inductors in the practical operation, rather than the real imbalance or
phase loss.
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2. Detailed Description of the Function Selection

1 Code FE used in program setting to run the output relay action time

■ There are two working methods of programmable relay output function, namely,
programmable time sequence output method and programmable status output method. When
the setting entry FE is between 0~4 (10-14), the
programmable output works in time sequence method to set the starting time.

As shown in the below table:

the operation method, there’s a 999s timer which is set by setting entry
F4. If the value of F4 is not 0, delay will be started according to the initial time set by this
setting entry F4.
■ Timing until the output status changed. Resetting time of this output will be based on the
time set by F4, that is, when the delay is ended, keep the soft starter under the ready status for
Is.
■ Control cycle of the programmable time sequence method is a starting process, if the
motor is re-started, then the previous programming output process will be automatically
suspended and re-started.
■ When the setting entry FE is between 5-9(15-19), the programmable output terminal will
output according to the set operation status.
As shown in the below table:

■ Programmable status output method is used to indicate the operating status of the soft
starter, the factory default 7 of setting entry FE indicates the ready-for-operation status of the
soft starter, the motor can be started under this status the programmable output in fault status
indicates the faults of the motor(Err05, Err06, Err07, Err08, Err012, Errl 5), it is different from
the fimctions of the No.(D, (6) fault ou^)ut terminals; running status refers to the nonset up
fault status which includes the three processes of starting, bypass and soft stop.
■ When FE>9, resetting status of the programmable output (No.(3) ® external terminals)
will be changed from the normally disconnected to connected, namely, inverted output. Using
the programmable relay output functions flexibly will simplify the peripheral control logic circuit
effectively.
6-2 Code FC’s parameter modification permitting function

■ Setting entry FC is the parameter modification permitting option, including three types:

■ When the setting entry FC is 0, no parameter can be modified except for the setting entry
FC.

Value
set by
FE

〇(l〇) 1(11) 2(12) 3(13) 4(14)

Output
time of
program
ming

When
starting
command
is given

At the
beginning of
starting

When the
bypass is
running

When stop
command is
given

When stop
has been
completed

Value set by FE 5(15) 6(16) 7(17) 8(18) 9(19)

Output time
of
programming

Fault
output

Running
status

Ready
status

RUN status Start status
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■ When the setting entry FC is 1, value of the setting entries F4, F6, FD, FE, FF, FU shall
not be modified.

■ When the setting entry FC is 2, value of all setting entries can be modified.

7.Operation Steps
7-1 Modification of the setting parameters

In case of modification, (take the operation control method as external terminal control, that is,
the setting of code FB is 2 for example)

No. Operation Display Remarks

1 Power on Ready status Ready status

2 Press SET F0:40% initial voltage Enter function code options
status

3

4

Press
UP

Press
SET

Fb: 40 control method: buttons
are externally
connected.

Enter code FE (control method)
function options status.
Flashing colon indicates the
setting range can be modified.

Fb:04 control method

5 Press Down Fb:02 control method: external
control

Indicates external terminal
control

6 Press YES Good: data saved
successfully

Modified data saved.(exit)
[Ready]
status

When operating the keyboard, the internal buzzer of the soft starter will give sound for prompt.
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8. Help Information

- 1 Help information and description

Display Description

ACrXXXX rour-digit voltmeter, used to test the voltage of the three
phase AC power.

XXA-XXV Indicate the specification of the soft starter

HIrErrOrOO Indicate that the latest fault information is zero

H2:Err0r00 Indicates no occurred fault information

H3:Err0r06 Indicates the occurred fault information Err0r06

... ...

H9:ErrOrOO Indicates no fault information

Ver:4.2 indicates the software version of the product is Ver4. 2

LXXXX The total times of successful starting

T-run Time used in last soft start(whether succeed or not)

Note: H1-H9 saves the recent 9 fault information in the recursive method

■ The help information can be assessed when the soft starter is not in the soft
start/ soft stop status or the setting status; press Yes(button for confirmation),
then press the up/down buttons to read the prompt messages.
■ Press Yes or Stop to exit in the help status.

9. Protection Functions

9-1 Description of protection functions

FWI-SSN3 series soft starter possesses complete protection functions to protect
the operation security of the soft starter and the motor. During operation, the
protection level and protection parameters should be properly set based on
different circumstances.
■ Over-heating protection of the soft starter: the protection will start when the
temperature rises to 80 °C ± 5 °C, and it will stop when th temperature falls to 55°C
(lowest).
■ Delayed time of input phase loss protection: <3s.
■ Delayed time of output phase loss protection: <3s.
■ Delayed time of input three-phase unbalance protection: <3s. Taking the
deviation of current in each phase is over 50%±10% as the criteria, when the load
current is less than 30% of the nominal rated value of the soft starter, it is
confirmed that the deviation will increase.
■ Protection time of over-current during starting: the protection time shall be
continued to be longer than 5 times of the maximum operating current of code F5,
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see table P 16:9-2-1.
■ Protection time of overloading in running: inverse time limit thermal protection
shall be provided based on the maximum operating current of code F6, see the
tripping protection time curve (figure 9-3-1).
■ Delayed time for power under-voltage protection: when the power voltage is
under the extreme value 40%, the protection time< 0.5s, when the power voltage is
below the set value, the protection time< 3s.
■ Delayed time for power overvoltage protection: when the power voltage is over
the extreme value 130%, the protection time< 0.5s, when the power voltage is over
the set value, the protection time< 3s.
■ Delayed time for load short circuit protection < 0.1s, if the current is more than 10
times of the nominal rated value of the soft starter, this protection shall not replace
the fuse or short circuit protection device.
The above time parameters are the periods from the valid signal being detected to
the tripping protection directive being given; these parameters are for information
only. In the event that the protection functions of the soft starter fails to meet the
requirements of customers special protection devices should be installed to ensure
the safety.
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9-2 Protection function setting

In order to fit different application occasions, there're five protection levels with the
SSN3 series soft starters, including 0: Primary, 1: Light load, 2. Standard, 3: Heavy
load and, 4: Advanced, all of which are set by the code FA.
■ The primary protection inhibits the function of the external instantaneous stop
terminal while only retains the overheating, short circuit protection and input phase
loss protection during starting, it applies to the occasions when unconditional
emergency starting is required, such as fire pump and so on.
■ The three protection levels of light load, standard and heavy load all possess
complete protection functions with the difference lies in the over-loading thermal
protection time curve of the motor. Please refer to table 9- 2-1 and figure 9-3-1 for
the thermal protection time parameters.
■ As for the advanced protection, the protection standard is stricter, while all other
protection function parameters are the same as those of the standard protection.

Set by code FA 0
(Primary)

1 Light
load

2
Standard

3 Heavy
load

4
Advanced

Remarks

Protection level oi
overloading in running

Non
e

Level 2 Level 10 Level 20 Level 10 Based on IEC6 0947-
4-2 standard

Protection level of over-
current in running

Non
e

3s 15s 30s

15s

Calculated as the
starting current is more
than 5 times of the
value set by F6

Tripping
time list of
overloading
in running

Times of
the current

3 4 5 3 4 5 3 4 5 3 4 5 3 4 5 Value listed in the
table are typical
values

Tripping
time(s) 45 3 15 2.31.2 7.5 4.6 2.3 1.5 4.52.3 1.5 2.3 1.2 7.5

■ Code FP should be set according to the rated current value on the name plate
of the motor; otherwise, relative great deviation will be caused between the starting
current and the protection current.
■ The motor current set by code FP should not be less than 20% of the nominal
current of the soft starter, when the motor current set by code FP is relative low, the
sensitivity tolerance of the protection tripping operation will be greater.
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9-3 Protection tripping voltage curve

Motor thermal protection tripping time curve based on IEC60947_4-2 standard is shown as
follows:

t ( s )
Figure 9-3-1

Motor thermal protection tripping time curve (thermal status)
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10.Operated Protection

1 List of protective actions
In case of any exception with the soft starter, the protection function will act for
tripping immediately. Please refer to remarks of table 10-1-1 for alarm description
displayed in the LED and related contents.

Display Description Problems and Solution

ErrOO Faults are
removed.

There've just been under-voltage, overvoltage or overheating,
instantaneous stop terminal disconnection and othe faults which are

removed now.

EnOl

External
instantaneous stop
terminal opens

circuit

Connect the external instantaneous terminal© to the common terminal®
in short circuit, or connect such terminal to th normally closed contact

point of other protection devices.

Err02 The soft starter is
Overheating

starting too frequently or the power of the motor not matching the soft
starter

Err03 Starting time is
more than 60s.

Improperly set starting parameter or too heavy load or insufficient power
supply capacity.

Err04 Input open-phase
Check if there’s any fault with the input or the main circuit, or if the

inbuilt bypass contactor is jammed in the clos position or if the SCR is
disconnected.

Err05 Output
open-phase

Check if there's any fault with the input or the main circuit, or if the
inbuilt bypass contactor is jammed in the clos position or if the SCR is

disconnected

Err06 Three-phase
unbalance

Check for any exception with the input three-phase power supply or the
load motor

Err07 Start over-current Check if the load is too heavy or the power of the motor not matching
the soft starter.

Err08
Overload

protection during
running

Check if the load is too heavy or if the parameters of setting entries F6,
FP are improperly set.

Err09
Voltage of the
power supply is

too low

Chec:k the input power supply voltage or if the parameter of setting
entry F7 is improperly set.

ErrlO
Voltage of the
power supply is

too high

Check the input power supply voltage or if the parameter of setting entry
F7 is improperly set.

Errll Error with the
parameter setting

Modify the setting or press Yes to get the power on and start the soft
starter to reset the parameters to factory defaults.

Errl2 Load short-circuit Check if the load or SCR is short-circuited or if the load is too heavy.

Errl3
Automatic restart,
The connection is

error

Check if the external control starting and stop end is connected to the
two-wire mode or not.

Errl4
The connection of
external stopping
terminal is error

When external control is permitted, the external control terminal is
disconnected, so the motor can't get started.

Errl5 Under loading of
the motor Check if any fault with the motor spindle or the load

Note: some faults are related to each other, e.g. Err02 overheating of the soft starter may be
related to over-current during starting or loa short-circuited. Therefore, it is necessary to consider

comprehensively while finding out the fault to determine the fault point accurately,
Note: when the motor stops running again after successfully started by the soft
starter, it indicates that such stop is caused by close failure of the bypass contactor,
please check if there^ any mistake or poor contact with the inbuilt bypass contactor
or relevant connection.
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11.Troubleshooting

11-1 Problems and solutions

Fault Content Solutions

The motor does not
rotate.

If any abnormal power line is
connected to the input

terminals (R,S,T)

Please wire correctly and switch on ,then
switch off and switch on again

If the inbuilt bypass contactor runs
normally

Check the connection of the inbuilt bypass
contactor, check if it close or not in the

running status, check the coil connection of
the bui lt -in bypass contactor

If any abnormal display in the
keyboard

Please refer to the “List of Protective actions”
in PI 8.

If the motor is locked (if the load is
too heavy) Please unlock the motor(reduce the load)

Keyboard is failed to
be started

If disconnection of terminal 07,10
are displayed on the keyboard or if

the code FB is set correctly

No: if the power supply has phase loss, check
the power input

Yes: if 10 and 07,08 are disconnected, check
the external connection of terminals

Set code FB correctly

The external control
cannot be started

If the code FB is set to external
control

Check if terminals 10 and 07, 08 are
disconnected, check the externa connection,
check if code FB is set to the external control

or not, if no set it correctly

The motor rotates but
the speed stay the same If the load is too heavy Please reduce the load

Increase the initial voltage or starting current

The starting time is too
long

If the load is too heavy, if the code is
set correctly or if the motor
specification is normal

Please reduce the load
Please set F0 (starting voltage), F5 (limiting

current at start)

The starting time is too
short

Time for starting with load is too
short

The starting time is below the set value when
the load is light, and it wil be normal if it starts
evenly, set code FI starting time(invalid unde

current mode)

The motor comes to a
sudden stop during

running
Check the external input terminal

Check if the connection wires of terminals 07
and 10 become loose o not. If external

protector is connected, please check if the
normally closed point operates or if the

connection wire of the external stop button
>ecome loose or not.
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12.Starting Mode

12-1 Current limiting starting mode

a) The soft starter will be under current starting mode when code F9 is set to 0
(current limiting). Figure 12-1 shows the current change wave of the motor under the
current limiting mode. II is the set starting current limiting value, when the motor
starts, the output voltage will increase rapidly until the current of the motor reaches
the set current limiting value 11, and the current of the motor will be kept under such
value, then with the increasing of the output voltage, the motor will speed up
gradually, and when the motor reaches the rated rotation speed, the bypass contact
will close, the output current will drop rapidly to the rated current IE of the motor
or less, and the whole starting process completes.
b) When the load of the motor is relatively light or the set current limiting value is
relatively high, it will be normal that the maximum current may not reach the set
current limiting value. Generally, current limiting starting mode applies to the
occasions where there're strict limiting requirements on starting current.

Figure 12-1-1

12-2 Voltage ramp starting

a) The soft starter will be under voltage starting mode when code F9 is set to 1
(voltage). Figure 12-2-1 shows the output voltage wave of the output ramp starting.
UI is the starting voltage value at start, when the motor starts, if the current of the
motor is within the range of the rated value 400%, the output voltage of the soft
starter will increase to UI rapidly, then the starting parameter set according to the
output voltage will rise gradually, and the motor will accelerate smoothly with the
rising of the voltage and reach the rated rotation speed when the voltage reaches the
rated voltage Ue, then the inbuilt bypass contactor will close and the whole starting
process completes.
b) Starting time: t is the control parameter calculated from the standard testing
condition based on standard load. Taking this parameter as the criteria, the SSN3
series soft starter enables the motor accelerates smoothly through controlling the
output voltage to complete the starting process. This parameter is not the
mechanical control time t which has nothing to do with if the motor accelerates
smoothly or not. Given this, when the load is relatively light, the starting time will be
less than the set starting time, and it will be normal as long as the starting process
completes smoothly. Generally, the voltage ramp starting mode applies to the
occasions where high requirements are not placed in the starting current but in the
starting smoothness.

Figure 12-2-1
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12-3 Kick mode

a) The soft starter will be under kick starting mode when code F9 is set to
2(kick+ current limiting) or 3 (kick + voltage). Figure 12-3-1 and 12-3-2 show the
ou^ut change wave of the kick starting mode. In some occasions with heavy load,
this starting mode can be used when the motor fails to be started due to effect of
the mechanical static friction force. During start, apply a relatively high fixed voltage
to the motor for a limited period to overcome the static friction force of the motor
load to rotate the motor, then the motor will be started in the current limiting or fixed
voltage ramp method.
b) Before using this mode, the motor shall be started through the non-kick mode,
and this mode shall be only used when the motor fails to rotate due to high friction,
otherwise, starting with this mode shall not be used to reduce the unnecessary
shock caused by large current.

Figure 12-3-1 Figure 12-3-2

12-4 Current ramp starting mode

a) The motor will be under current starting mode when code F9 is set to
4(cmrent ramp). Figure 12-4-1 shows the output current wave of the current ramp
starting mode, II is the time value set by code FI.
b) The current ramp starting mode possesses strong accelerating capacity, when
used in bipolar motor, it can shorten the starting time to a certain extent.

Figure 12-4-1
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12-5 Voltage and current limiting double closed-loop starting

a) The motor will be under double closed-loop starting mode when code F9 is
set to 5(double closed loop). The voltage and current limiting closed-loop
starting mode which adopts the double closed-loop control of voltage ramp and
current limiting is a comprehensive starting mode requires both smooth starting
and strict current limiting. It employs the prediction algorithm which estimates
the operation status of the motor
b) Output voltage wave of this starting mode varies with the motors and loadings.

12-6 Soft stop
There are two types of stop mode for SSN3 series soft starter, namely, soft stop mode and
free stop mode.
a) The soft starter will be under soft stop mode when code F2 is not set to 0.
Figure 12-6-1 shows the output current wave of the soft stop mode. T is the soft
stop time set by the code F2. Under this stop mode, power supply of the motor will
be switched to thyristor output of the soft starter through the inbuilt bypass
contactor, and the output voltage of the soft starter will gradually drop from the full
voltage to enable the rotation speed of the motor reduce smoothly to avoid
mechanical shock until the motor stops running. The output cut-off voltage during
soft start shall be equal to the starting voltage during start.
b) The soft stop mode can reduce and even eliminate surge of load of pumps and
reduce the large current shock during soft stop. The soft stop current limiting value
is the percentage calculated from the starting current limiting.

V

Figure 12-6-1 TF

12-7 Free stop

a) The soft starter will be under free stop mode when code F2 is set to 0(free stop).
Under this type of stop mode, upon receiving the command, the soft starter will
disconnect the inbuilt bypass contactor immediately and prohibit the voltage output
of the thyristor of the soft starter, and then the motor will gradually stop due to load
inertia. The code can be set to this mode when the soft starter is under the one-to-
N connection method to avoid the phase loss fault alarm during output switching.
b) Generally, in order to prolong the service life of the soft starter, free stop
mode should be selected if thereJ s no necessary for soft stop. The free stop
mode fully inhibits instantaneous output and thus it can prevent the instantaneous
large current shock in the special application occasions.
There are six different starting modes with the FWI-SSN3 series soft starters
which apply to various complicated motors and loading situations, among which
users can select according to different application ranges.
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13.External Dimensions

13-1 External dimensions of 5.5kw-75kw
Please see the below table for the external and installation dimensions of FWI-SSN3 series
5.5kw-75kw soft starter.

Tablel3-1-1

Model Rated
power (KW)

Rated
current
(A)

External
dimensions

Installation
dimensions Net weight

(kg)HI W1 D H2 W2 d

FWI-SSN3-5d5 5.5 11 310 155 175 296 128 M6 ≈5

FWI-SSN3-7d5 7.5 15 310 155 176 296 128 M6 ≈5

FWI-SSN3-011 11 22 310 155 176 296 128 M6 ≈5

FWI-SSN3-015 15 30 310 155 176 296 128 M6 ≈5

FWI-SSN3-018 18.5 37 310 155 176 296 128 M6 ≈5

FWI-SSN3-022 22 43 310 155 176 296 128 M6 ≈5

FWI-SSN3-030 30 60 310 155 176 296 128 M6 ≈5

FWI-SSN3-037 37 75 310 155 176 296 128 M6 ≈5

FWI-SSN3-045 45 90 310 155 176 296 128 M6 ≈5

FWI-SSN3-055 55 110 310 155 176 296 128 M6 ≈5

FWI-SSN3-075 75 150 310 155 176 296 128 M6 ≈5

■ Rated power and rated current refer to the maximum rated values of the soft
starter. Generally, corresponding parameters of the adaption motor shall not be
greater than these values.
■ Considering economic and applicable using, we made the 75kw types into large
and small ones, under heavy load, the large one should be selected as table (13-2-

1), and heavy load should be marked.
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13-2 External dimensions of 90kw-200kw

Please see the below table for the external and installation dimensions of FWI-SSN3 series
90kw-200kw soft starter.

Table 13-2-1

Model
Rated
power
(KW)

Rated
current
(A)

External
dimensions Installation dimensions Net weight

(kg)HI W1 D H2 W2 d

FWI-SSN3-090 90 160 585 265 240 490 235 M8 ≈27

FWI-SSN3-115 115 200 585 265 240 490 235 M8 ≈27

FWI-SSN3-132 132 250 585 265 240 490 235 M8 ≈27

FWI-SSN3-160 160 300 585 265 240 490 235 M8 ≈27

FWI-SSN3-200 200 360 585 265 240 490 235 M8 ≈27

■ Rated power and rated current refer to the maximum rated values of the soft
starter. Generally, corresponding parameters of the adaption motor shall not
be greater than these values.

14.Application Range

14-1 types of application load

FWI-SSN3 soft starter can meet the requirements of most driving heavy load; the table below
is for reference only.

Types of application
load

Ramp time
for

starting(s)

Ramp time
for stop (s)

Initial
voltage (%)

Voltage starting
(maximum current
limiting value)

Current limiting
starting

Centrifugal pump 16 2
0

4
0 4 2.5

Ball grinder 20 6 6
0 4 3.5
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Fan 26 4 3
0 4 3.5

Light-load motor 16 2 3
0 4 3

Piston compressor 16 4 4
0 4 3

Lifting machine 6 1
0

6
0 4 3.5

Blender 16 2 5
0 4 3

Crusher 16 1
0

5
0 4 3.5

Screw compressor 16 2 4
0 4 3

Spiral conveyor belt 20 1
0

4
0 4 2

Screw conveyor 20 1
0

4
0 4 2.5

Heat pump 16 2
0

4
0 4 3

15.RS485 Communication

Through the inbuilt RS485 standard interface, the FWI-SSN3 series soft starter can
connect with PC and PLC and other hosts to conduct serial communication. The
command of the host can control running or stop of the soft starter, monitor the
running status of the soft starter and modify its functional data. Please refer to
RS485 operation instructions for the detailed information of the communication.
Remote operation, running command input, running status management, write-
once of functional data of several soft starters can be conducted by means of the
RS485 communication through computers to implement simplified operation during
function codes input.

Major functions

Input of stop running command. Monitoring of the running status
Real-time tracking (tabular display of the running information)

Read-once, write-once and saving to files of function codes. Please consult our
company separately for the communication software.

15-1 MODBUS communication protocol
Overview about Modbus RTU communication protocol
Modbus is a kind of serial asynchronous communication protocol with RS485 as
the physical interface. Being designed for Modicon PLC, it has the structural
features of PLC. In network control, it can read and write the SSN3 series as if it
were a PLC. It can project the start and stop control, status information (current,
fault etc.) and function parameters to the holding register (4XXX). Its read and write
control shall be conducted through the PL master station.

Electrical interface RS485
Communication parameters: baud rate: 9600; 8 data bits; no check digit; 1 stop bit.
Format of the communication data: Data format:

ID bit Function code Data zone QRC verification
1 byte 1 byte N bytes 2 bytes

15-2 Relevant settings of the soft starter
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Address of the register

Address of the register Operation code Function specification of the register
40001 06 Control word
40002 03 Status word
40003 03 Mean value of current* 10
40004 03 Fault code

40256-40274 03&06 Function code of the soft starter

Registers not listed above shall be illegal and shall not be written or read; otherwise
the slave station will report an exception code to the controller.
All data addresses are based on 40000, that is, the address of the coil relay is 0001 and
address of 402567is 0100 (hexadecimal)
Supported codes
The soft starter supports the following codes only, and exception code 01 will be reported if
other codes are used.

Code 03 06
Function description Read theregister Writethesingleregister

Code 03 shall be read through WORD only

Description of the register

40001 command register

Bit

0

Value Description

1 Soft starter starts
〇 Keep the status

1
1 The soft starter stops
0 Keep the status

2 0-1 Reset the soft starter
3-15 〇 Not used

For example, to start the soft starter form the slave station address 02, the controller
will send 02 06 00 01 00 01, if the command is executed normally, code 02 06 00
01 00 01 will be returned. Whether the soft starter can start normally or not shall
further be based on the status register. If there's any fault, send 02 06 00 01 00 04
to reset it.
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Status register of register address 40002
The status register reflects the status of the soft starter; it is represented by one word.

Bit Value Description

0
1 Starting status

0 Stop status

1
1 Running status

0 Stop status

2
1 Soft stop status

0 Stop status

3
1 Fault status

0 Normal status

4-15 Not used

E.g. Read the status register codes 02 03 00 02 00 01
If the starter is in the process of starting, codes 02 03 00 02 00 01 will be returned.
If any fault with the starter, codes 02 03 00 02 00 08 will be returned, and types of fault can be
read according to 4. 4003 mean value of current (hexadecimal)
The value projects the three-phase actual mean value of current* 10(including a decimal
number) E.g. Read the current value
Send codes 02 03 00 02 00 01
If the current is 235 A, codes 02 03 02 09 2E will be returned (actual current value shall be the
returned value/10)
40004 fault codes (hexadecimal)
When the third number in status register is 1, it represents that the soft starter is in fault status.
The fault codes shall be the same as those in 6.1 E.g.: send codes 02 03 00 04 00 01
If 02 03 02 00 04 are returned, it indicates the current input phase loss (fault code 04) Function
parameters register 40XXX of the soft starter
40256-40274 are function registers, the corresponding address are 0X0100-0X0112, the high
byte address is 01, the low byte address are 0X00-0X12, the corresponding function codes are
F0-FL, consistent with the function code table
4.2. For example, address 0X109 is corresponding to function code F9 (starting mode). These
codes can be written and read. The usages are illustrated respectively:
Example 1 Read the value of function code F5 (current limiting value) Send codes 02 03 01 05
0001
The returned read value of F5 function code 02 03 02 01 5 E indicates the current limiting
value is 350% Example 2 Read function code FA (protection level)
Send codes 02 03 01 OA 00 01
The returned read value of FA function code 02 03 02 00 03 indicates the protection level is 3.
Example 3 Change the function code 05(starting current) of the soft starter to 250%
The host sends the codes 02 06 01 05 00 FA, the soft starter returns the codes 02 06 01 05
00 FA. If codes 02 86 03 are returned, it indicates that writing failure, maybe the starter is
running.
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15-3 Exception response

Code Description Remarks

02 Illegal function The function code cannot be executed, as it is not
supported by the soft starter.

02 Illegal data address The data address received cannot be
executed .as the address is out of range.

03 Illegal data value

The data received cannot be executed, as 1. The
parameter is beyond the amplitude limiting 2. The
parameter cannot be modified 3. The parameter
cannot be modified as the soft starter is running.

Illegal function code 01

Format of the master station inquiry message:

Substation
address

Function
code

High byte of
the initial
address

Low byte of
the initial
address

Upper bit of the
number of
registers

Lower bit of
the number of
registers

CRC
verification

0x01
0x01 0x08 0x00 0x80 0x00 OxOD

As 0 x 80 function code is not used in the protocol, so for the substation response:

Substation address Function code Exception code CRC verification
0x01 0x88 0x01

Illegal data address 02

Format of the master station inquiry message

Substation
address

Function
code

High byte of
the initial
address

Low byte of
the initial
address

Upper bit of
the number
of registers

Lower bit of
the number of
registers

CRC
Verification

0x01 0x04 0x01 0x80 0x00 0x07

As register address of the 04 function code is incorrect, so for the substation response:

Substation address Function code Exception code CRC verification
0x01 0x84 0x02

Illegal data value 03

Format of the master station inquiry message

Substation
address

Function
code

High byte of
the initial
address

Low byte of
the initial
address

Upper bit of
the number of
registers

Lower bit of
the number of
registers

CRC
Verification

0x01 0x04 0x00 0x80 0x01 0x08

Number of registers of function code 04 is incorrect, so for the substation response:

Substation address Function code Exception code CRC verification
0x01 0x84 0x03
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15-4 Notes for use

The communication address, communication rate and verification mode must be
the same as the communication settings of the controller.
If no response data is received, please check the above parameter settings; check if
the connection to 485 terminals is correct and if the CRC verification is correct.
In the event of communication among several TGS5, 120 ^resistances should be
connected at both AB ends of the last TGS5.
When connected to other Modbus equipments, connection should be
conducted as per the diagram below:

PC

FWI-SSN3 FWI-SSN3
Soft starter 1 Soft starter 2

Special Tips:

All soft starting products are of device types in case of delivery. In order to make it
convenient for installation and debugging of the set manufactures, the output
protection of the device-type soft starter has been set as “standard” when delivery.
In installation and debugging, the set manufacturer can directly use a small motor or
use three lamps to form a star to work as the load, then starting, stop, control and
other operations can be conducted. However, in practical
application, please be sure to change the output protection to “advanced” ,and
then the soft starter will possess the

complete protection functions for phase loss, three-phase imbalance, over-current,
overloading and so on. (Note: If the soft starter is reset to factory defaults, the
output protection will be reset to “standard” again, so it will be necessary to se the
protection level to “advanced” again). Please kindly note this.
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